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Abstract: Cloud computing provides dynamically scalable and virtualized resources as a service over the network at minimum cost
wherein data centers work as backbone, comprising of a large number of servers, networked to provide the computing and storage needs
of the users. The existing work improves the efficiency of data-centers and optimizes the latency by using dynamic load balancing
algorithms. In this paper, extended cloud computing architecture is being proposed which is based on computing needs of the users.
Data -centers have been divided into sub data centers and based on the computing needs of the users, the request is diverted to a specific
favorable sub data center at minimum response time.
Keywords: Data-centers, Cloud computing, Master data- center, Slave data-center, Sub-Slave data- center, load balancing.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing provides computing resources to a
prospective customer over Internet on Pay-as-you-go
basis[2].It especially caters to the needs of business and
scientific communities which are ready to pay for what they
actually use without having to purchase expensive hardware
such as servers, storage ,network equipments etc. In fact
customers can use resources as and when required from
anywhere at any time over the Internet. Moreover one
chooses services from the pool of available services and
negotiate price through the Service Level Agreement(SLA)
from any of the popular cloud service provider such as
Amazon[5],Google[7],Microsoft[8] etc. The cloud provides
the following three major services such as:
a) Software as a Service (SaaS): In this type of service,
clients can use ready customized applications and do not
need to make changes such as customer resource
management,
videoconferencing,
IT
service
management, Accounting, Web content management etc.
b) Platform as a Service(PaaS): In this type of service,
resources that are required to build application are
available completely over the Internet .Clients need not
to download or installed these resources own his/her
computer. PaaS provides services such as database
integration, security, testing, development etc.
c) Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): In this type of
service, clients can create a virtual processing
environment by specifying choice of processing power,
storage, network parameters etc. and also have control
over operating system and application environment.

2. Related Work
Cloud architecture and computing is a potential area of
research and it is still in its infancy stage. From the point of
view of the some researchers, cloud computing as
virtualization of previously existing data centers while some
other considers data centers as backend resources. Zhenyu
Fang et.[3] correlates cloud architecture with Business
process management (BPM).They modeled platform layer
and thereafter combined it with application layer. Almost in
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all cloud computing architectures, there is a common trend
of centralized resources at the cloud provider’s location.
Rajkumar Buyya et.[2] provides the concept of ServiceLevel-Agreement(SLA) oriented resource allocation. Paton
et.[4] proposed a strategy to manage complex and
unpredictable workload over clouds. Cloud computing
provides various kinds of services to remote users with
diverse requirements. Dabas et.[9] proposed a cloud
architecture that is based on RFID(radio frequency
identification).It is a leading edge technology with some
negative issues. Some of these issues are: limited
computational capacity, poor resources and inefficient data
management. Suraj Pandey[10] GIS is a tool that captures
,stores, analyzes, manages and presents data that are linked
to geographical location. Rodrigo et. [11] cloud computing
platforms provides the facility to the users to rent computing
and storage resources on demand. Rajkumar Sharma[1]
proposed cloud computing architecture that is based on
master-slave paradigm wherein in this, an intelligent and
energy efficient Cloud computing architecture is proposed. It
is based on distributes data-centers which forms a client’s
instance in nearest neighborhood and fulfill client’s request
in optimized latency. Whenever a user’s request for
resources, this request is directly received by master datacenter and then master data-center creates an instance for the
user in the form of Virtual Machine (VM) .This request is
then passes to the slave data-center that is nearest to the
client’s location. In this way, this architecture fulfills the
user’s request in more efficient way.
A critical look at the available literature indicates that there
is no work has been reported about data- centers that support
specific computing needs of the users. In this work the
existing cloud computing’s architecture has been extended
by dividing the data-centers into sub-data-centers according
to their computing capabilities. Each sub data center
provides the specific needs to specific users. Hence forth,
request is diverted to the best supporting data-center.
Resulted in a user’s request is being executed at more
favorable destination with minimum response time.
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3. Proposed
d Cloud Architecture
The number off clients on a cloud is incrreasing day by
T
b day
annd the large number
n
of servvice requests generated theere off
leead to latencyy problems of the service provider endd. The
reeason is beingg that cloud service providders are physsically
faar away from
m the client’ss location andd therefore service
reeaches to the client after a time delay. Some existing cloud
prroviders uses centralized daata-center to full
f fill the needs of
thhe clients whiich broaden the
t latency prroblem .Recenntly a
neew architectuure is proposeed which is based on distriibuted
daata-centers. It
I optimizes the latency problem andd also
im
mproves the efficiency
e
of data-centers by using dynnamic
looad balancing algorithm. Buut still there iss need to reduuce the
reesponse time of the user. In this workk, an extensiion in
exxisting cloud architecture is done by dividing the data-

nter into subb data-centers which pro
ovides the quick
q
cen
resp
ponse to cliennt at minimum
m latency timee. The architeccture
is followed
f
by an
a algorithm w
which forms a client’s instaance
in nearest
n
neighbborhood and ssatisfies the client’s
c
requesst by
div
verting specific user’s requeest to the speccific favorablee sub
datta-center.
puting Modell
3.1 Cloud Comp
t proposed Cloud architeecture, data ceenters are divvided
In the
into
o three levells such as m
master data-ceenter(MDC),sslave
datta-centers(SDC
C) and sub-slaave data-centeers(SSDC).Maaster
datta center residdes at the service provideer’s premises and
rem
maining two (SDC
(
and SS
SDC) are scaattered in varrious
geo
ographical loccations.

Data Centers
Figure1: Proposed Clloud Architectture with Masster, Slave andd Sub-Slave D
Inn existing clouud architecturres, user perceeived latency is the
m
main
problem
m. This paperr, we attemppt to optimizze the
laatency probleem by dividiing data-centeers into sub dataceenters and each
e
sub dataa-center cateers to the sppecific
reequest made by
b the user. Since, user’s request is diirectly
trransferred to the
t specific daata-center andd the responsee time
off the system iss drastically reeduced.
u
requests to the
Inn the proposed Cloud architecture, the user
M
Master
data-cennter (MDC), for
f a potentiall service. The MDC
inn turn passess to the neaarest Slave data-center
d
(S
SDC).
T
Thereafter,
slaave data-centeer (SDC) ideentifies the tyype of
user’s request and accordinngly sends it to the specifiic sub
h
sllave data-centter(SSDC).Sinnce SSDC is designed to handle
sppecific tasks, it is tailor make
m
to caterss the user’s reequest
thhereby resolviing the latencyy problem to some
s
extent.
The main enttities involved in proposeed architecturre, as
T
shhown in Figurre 1, are as givven below witth brief descripption:
 Master Datta-Center (M
MDC): Mastter Data-Cennter is
located at clooud provider’ss premises. User’s accountiing on
pay-as-you-ggo basis is com
mpleted here.
Center (SDC
C): These are scattered
s
in vaarious
 Slave Data-C
geographicall locations too serve the usser’s request. Here
user’s instannce is created in the form of
o Virtual Macchines
(VMs).
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 Sub-Slave
S
Daata-Center (S
SSDC): Slavee data-centerss are
divided
d
into suub-slave data-centers that serve the specific
needs
n
of the users.
u
Some sppecialize data--centers are given
g
below:b
 Database
D
Daata-Center:-C
Cloud based database daata center
c
convertts data that is coming from
m different souurces
in
nto one standdardized formaat. These are high performaance
data-centers
d
c
capable
of hanndling Data Warehouse
W
(D
DW)
and
a Online Trransaction Proocessing (OLT
TP).One such type
of
o cloud databbase is Oracle Exadata datab
base Machine..
 Graphics
G
Datta-Center:-Clloud graphicss provides varrious
services
s
such as Gaming as a service (GaaS), meddical
im
magery photoo, media editinng, advance media
m
delivery etc.
 SQL
S
Data-Ceenter: -SQL ccloud is a MyS
SQL database that
is known as Google’s
G
cloudd. It has all th
he capabilities and
functionalities
f
s of MySQL. Google Clou
ud SQL is eassy to
use,
u
doesn't require anny software installation or
maintenance,
m
and is well suited to sm
mall and mediiumsized
s
applicatiions.
 Simple
S
storagge Data-Centter:-Cloud sto
orage means “the
storage
s
of datta online in C
Clouds” wherrein a compaany’s
data
d
is stored in and accessible from mu
ultiple distributed
and
a
connectedd resources tthat comprisee a cloud. Clloud
storage
s
providders are Googlle, Reckspace, Mezeo, Amaazon
etc.
e
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 Computational
Data-Center:-High
performance
computing (HPC) allows scientists and engineers to solve
complex science, engineering and business problems
using applications that require high bandwidth, low
latency in networking and high computing capabilities.
Amazon Web Service (AWS) is one of the service
providers of it.
 Users/Brokers:- Users can directly communicate or via
brokers with the Master Data- Center.MDC creates user
instance at appropriate SDC.Then SDC passes the user’s
request to the SSDC after identify the computing needs of
the users. In this way, user’s request full fill in optimized
way and reduces the response time of the user.
 Service Level Agreement (SLA): Here clients settled
pricing. Master data-center scans SLA each time to host
needs of the users.
The algorithmic detail of the working of proposed
architecture is given below:
Algorithm findSDC()
{
SDCfound=0; //this is a flag to find whether SDC is found
or not.
Request MDC to create an instance;
MDC checks the availability of SDC at user’s location;
If SDC is available at user’s location
{
Assign a Virtual Machine (VM) to the user;
Identify the needs of the user and accordingly assign SSDC;
Load_Balance();
SDCfound=1;
}
else
{
Search the nearest SDC from the user;
Assign a Virtual Machine (VM) to the user;
Identify the needs of the user and accordingly assign SSDC;
Load_Balance();
SDCfound=1;
}
If (SDCfound==0) findSDC();
}
3.3 Proposed Algorithm for Assigning SSDC (Sub-slave
data-center) to user
To maximize the performance of Cloud’s application in
distributed computing environment, it is necessary to bring a
balance between the overloaded data-centers and the idle
data-centers by distributing load across the network. In
proposed algorithm, a load table is maintained by every SDC
which containing the information about all of its sub-slave
data-center’s (SSDCs) load. Whenever SDC (slave datacenter) receives the request, it locates available SSDCs as
per the user’s location and request’s type. In fact, it consults
its load table and if load value of SSDC is below the
threshold value then it is assigned to the user otherwise the
process is repeated for a suitable SSDC in nearest
neighborhood from the user’s location until it finds desired
lightly loaded data-center.
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This mechanism improves the efficiency of data-centers,
which results in reducing better response time for the
application and it also improves the efficiency of the
resource utilization.

Figure 2: Create User’s Instance based on Geographical
Location
In fact, entire geographical locations are divided into m
number of area locations i.e. Area1, Area2,--,AreaM where
each area consists of number of SSDCs (sub-slave datacenters) as shown in figure 2.After receiving a user’s
request, SDC identifies the user’s location and also looks for
the availability of resources in user’s local SSDCs.If desired
resources are available at user’s location then user gets
required resources and his requested application is executed.
If resources are not available at user’s location then Slave
data-center looks for other SSDCs of the same area i.e.SDC
looks for resources in other geographical locations.
The algorithmic detail of load balancing in proposed
architecture is given below:
Algorithm: Load_Balance(Area i)
{
SSDCfound=0; // this is a flag which keeps track whether
SSDC is found or not.
J=1;
//Match the user’s location and resource request with SSDC
While (SSDCfound==0 && j<=m)
{
if (load (SSDC) <max_val) //Check the load of SSDC
{
SSDCfound=1; // if desired SSDC is found then
SSDCfound set to 1 and
Assign SSDC to the user; // assigned to the user.
exit ();
}
J++; // move to the next nearest area by incrementing in j
}
i=i+1;
Load_Balance(i);
}
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, a user-centric cloud computing architecture
has been proposed which divides data-center into sub datacenters depending upon the computing capabilities of datacenters. It is an extension of the existing cloud architecture
that could create client’s instance in nearest neighborhood of
the user which satisfies the specific client’s request by
diverted to the specific sub data-center .Additionally the
issue of load balancing in distributed environment has also
been addressed which reduces the number of migrations of
user’s request within a specific area and it reduces the
network congestion by creating user’s instance in nearest
user’s geographical location.
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